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X chromosome inactivation (XCI) achieves dosage balance in mammals by repressing one of two X chromosomes in

females. During XCI, the long noncoding Xist RNA and Polycomb proteins spread along the inactive X (Xi) to initiate

chromosome-wide silencing. Although inactivation is known to commence at the X-inactivation center (Xic), how it

propagates remains unknown. Here, we examine allele-specific binding of Polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2) and

chromatin composition during XCI and generate a chromosome-wide profile of Xi and Xa (active X) at nucleosome-

resolution. Initially, Polycomb proteins are localized to ~150 strong sites along the X and concentrated predominantly

within bivalent domains coinciding with CpG islands (‘‘canonical sites’’). As XCI proceeds, ~4000 noncanonical sites are

recruited, most of which are intergenic, nonbivalent, and lack CpG islands. Polycomb sites are depleted of LINE repeats but

enriched for SINEs and simple repeats. Noncanonical sites cluster around the ~150 strong sites, and their H3K27me3 levels

reflect a graded concentration originating from strong sites. This suggests that PRC2 and H3K27methylation spread along

a gradient unique to XCI.We propose that XCI is governed by a hierarchy of defined Polycomb stations that spread H3K27

methylation in cis.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

X chromosome inactivation (XCI) provides an excellent model by

which to study Polycomb regulation and the role of long non-

coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in inducing facultative heterochromatin

(Lyon 1999; Wutz and Gribnau 2007; Payer and Lee 2008; Lee

2011). XCI is controlled by the X-inactivation center (Xic), an

X-linked region that controls the counting of X chromosomes, the

mutually exclusive choice of Xa and Xi, and the recruitment and

propagation of silencing complexes. The 17-kb Xist RNA initiates

the silencing step as it accumulates on the X (Brockdorff et al.

1992; Brown et al. 1992; Clemson et al. 1996). Although recent

studies have shown that Xist RNA directly recruits Polycomb re-

pressive complex 2 (PRC2) to the Xi (Zhao et al. 2008) and that

loading of the Xist-PRC2 complex occurs first at a YY1-bound

nucleation center located within the Xic (Jeon and Lee 2011), how

the silencing complexes spread throughout the X after this oblig-

atory nucleation step remains a major unsolved problem.

Because autosomes with ectopic Xic sequences are subject to

long-range silencing (Wutz and Gribnau 2007; Payer and Lee

2008), it is thought that spreading elements cannot be unique to

the X. One hypothesis suggests that repetitive elements of the

LINE1 class facilitate spreading (Lyon 2000). However, this hy-

pothesis has been difficult to test, as linking repeats to locus-specific

function has been complicated by their repetitive nature. Some

studies have provided correlative evidence (Bailey et al. 2000;

Wang et al. 2006; Chowet al. 2010), whereas others find that species

lacking active LINE1s nonetheless possess XCI (Cantrell et al.

2009). Other classes of repeats may be more enriched on the X

(Chow et al. 2005). Matrix-associated proteins, such as HNRNPU

(also knownas SAF-A), have also beenproposed to facilitate spreading

(Helbig and Fackelmayer 2003; Hasegawa et al. 2010; Pullirsch et al.

2010), but a direct link has also not been demonstrated.

In general, the identification of spreading elements has been

thwarted by the lack of high-throughput approaches that distin-

guish Xi and Xa at sufficient resolution. Epigenomic studies have

primarily focused on male cells (Bernstein et al. 2006; Boyer et al.

2006; Barski et al. 2007; Mikkelsen et al. 2007; Ku et al. 2008),

though one recent ChIP-seq analysis with partial allele-specific

coverage used femalemouse embryonic stem (ES) cells but without

addressing PRC2 binding. The reported 1.2-fold enrichment of

H3K27me3 on Xi (Marks et al. 2009) is unexpectedly low and at

odds with intense cytological H3K27me3 immunostaining (Plath

et al. 2003; Silva et al. 2003)—likely caused by low-density poly-

morphisms between Xi and Xa. As a result, the quest for an Xi chro-

matin state map and spreading elements has remained unrealized.

In principle, silencing complexes could initially load at the

Xic and spread serially from nucleosome to nucleosome. Alterna-

tively, they could spread outwardly via ‘‘way stations’’ located at

defined sites along the X that would anchor and relay silencing

complexes (Gartler and Riggs 1983). To test thesemodels, we herein

devise an allele-specific ChIP-seq strategy that enables the genera-

tion of chromosome-wide developmental profiles at unprecedented

allelic resolution. We report a high-density Xi chromatin state map

and identification of discrete Polycomb stations.

Results

Allele-specific ChIP-seq

Mammalian PRC2 contains four core subunits: EED, SUZ12,

RBAP48 (RBBP4 in mouse), and EZH2, the subunit responsible for

trimethylating H3K27. Because Polycomb recruitment is a central
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feature of XCI (Plath et al. 2003; Silva et al. 2003; Zhao et al. 2008),

we obtained allele-specific ChIP-seq profiles for EZH2 and

H3K27me3 and compared them to those for activating marks,

including RNA polymerase II holoenzyme RNAPII-S5P (active

RNAPII), H3K4me3 (transcriptional initiation), and H3K36me3

(transcriptional elongation). To distinguish Xi from Xa, we used

female cell lines carrying one X ofMus castaneus origin (XCast) and

one of M. musculus 129 origin (X129) and analyzed three devel-

opmental stages. First, we examined undifferentiated female ES

cells (d0), which carry two Xa but recapitulate XCI during differ-

entiation. Second, we examined differentiating ES cells on day 7

(d7), a time point corresponding to amid-XCI statewhere;40%of

cells are establishing XCI (Supplemental Fig. S1A). Due to this

heterogeneity the actual level of H3K27me3 and EZH2 deposition

may be somewhat higher than determined in this analysis. Dis-

abling the Tsix allele onX129 (TsixTST/+) (Ogawa et al. 2008) ensured

inactivation of X129 in the ES line. Third, we examined post-XCI,

clonal hybrid female mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF; F1,

#XCast
3 $X129) which have inactivated X129. Approximately 0.6

million SNPs and insertions/deletions (indels) of ;23 million

genome-wide SNPs/indels between M. castaneus and M. musculus

were used to distinguish XCast and X129 (Keane et al. 2011).

Using paired-end sequencing, $83% of all read pairs aligned

uniquely, and ;36% provided allele-specific information (Sup-

plemental Table S1). All tracks (Cast, 129, Composite) were first

normalized to their corresponding input controls to minimize

potential artifacts stemming from differential chromosome com-

paction, crosslinking, or sonication efficiencies. ES and MEF input

data mapped proportionally to chromosome length (Supplemen-

tal Fig. S1B) and equally well to both homologs of ChrX andChr13

(Supplemental Fig. S1C); this showed that experimental bias be-

tween Xi and Xa was negligible. The composite track (comp) rep-

resents total epitope abundance, whereas Cast and 129 tracks reflect

relative allelic abundance based on local SNP densities (see Sup-

plemental Methods). To validate our approach, we inspected loci

with established mono- or biallelic expression (Supplemental Fig.

S2). At the imprintedDlk1-Meg3 and Zim1-Peg3 loci, allele-specific

H3K4me3 and RNAPII-S5P profiles were consistent with known

parent-of-origin effects. At theXist promoter, H3K4me3 and RNAPII-

S5P were specifically enriched on X129 (Xi). The opposite pattern

was observed at Iqsec2, a gene subject to XCI. In contrast, biallelic

H3K4me3 and RNAPII-S5P enrichment was seen at the neighbor-

ingKdm5c (formerly Jarid1c), a gene known to escapeXCI (Greenfield

et al. 1998; Carrel and Willard 2005). These results demonstrate

the allele-specific nature of our ChIP-seq.

Genes that escape XCI

Weused allele-specific profiles to identify genes that escape XCI by

scoring H3K4me3 peaks within 3 kb of annotated transcriptional

start sites (TSSs) and noting allelic skewwith statistical significance

(P < 0.05, normal approximation of binomial). Genes with signif-

icant XCast (Xa) skewing were considered monoallelic. Genes with

insignificant skewing or two-allele H3K4me3 enrichment were

designated biallelic. Genes lacking H3K4me3 peaks within 3 kb of

annotatedpromoterswere considered repressed (‘‘off’’). Those lacking

sufficient SNP density were excluded (not determined, ‘‘n/d’’). On

Chr13, ;400 out of 843 genes were biallelic, ;300 genes were off,

;100 were indeterminate (n/d), and few were monoallelic (Supple-

mental Fig. S3A).

XCast skewing was evident for almost all MEF genes (Supple-

mental Fig. S3A), consistent with the genes being subject to XCI

(Carrel and Willard 2005; Berletch et al. 2010). Eleven genes

showed biallelic H3K4me3 marks (Supplemental Fig. S3B,C), in

excellent agreement with recent expression analysis (Yang et al.

2010). Eight out of 11 genes appeared on both lists (e.g., Kdm6a

[Utx], Kdm5c). Three noncoding genes, including Jpx (Enox), Ftx

(B230206F22Rik), and 5530601H04Rik (Supplemental Fig. S3B),

appeared only in our study, though they had been shownby others

to be biallelically expressed (Johnston et al. 2002; Reinius et al.

2010; Chureau et al. 2011). These results suggest that allele-specific

ChIP-seq could be an effective method for identifying mono-

allelically expressed genes on a genome-wide scale.

Allelic profiles of Xa and Xi

We then performedmetagene analysis to examine average epitope

densities within genes on chromosomes X (ChrX) and 13 (Chr13).

In 16.7 ES cells, Chr13 was the only autosome that was fully M.

castaneus for one homolog and fully 129 for the other in TsixTST /+

ES cells (other autosomes had meiotically recombined in the F1

germline). For Chr13 genes, themarks of gene activation remained

relatively constant, and there was little allele-specific distinction

before (d0 ES), during (d7 ES), and after (MEF) XCI. On both ho-

mologs, RNAPII-S5P and H3K4me3 were enriched over promoters,

and H3K36me3 occurred along the gene body, as expected.

In contrast, ChrX showed dynamic changes. While XCast and

X129 profiles were similar on d0 (pre-XCI), they diverged signifi-

cantly at d7 (mid-XCI) and remained distinct in MEFs (post-XCI)

(Fig. 1A). Active marks (RNAPII-S5P, H3K4me3, and H3K36me3)

showed stereotypical enrichment on both homologs in the pre-

XCI state (d0) but became substantially depleted on Xi (X129) allele

in d7 cells, dropping to about half of Xa (XCast) levels, as might be

expected for a mid-XCI stage. In MEFs (post-XCI), the average

composite values were reduced by ;50%, and the Xi trace flat-

lined, consistent with complete loss of RNAPII-S5P, H3K4me3,

and H3K36me3 from Xi. Conversely, EZH2 binding increased

;twofold on Xi between d0 and d7, and H3K27me3 levels in-

creased ;threefold. On Xa (XCast), EZH2 and H3K27me3 levels

stayed relatively constant. These results demonstrated de novo

recruitment of EZH2 and H3K27 trimethylation en masse to

X-genes during XCI. In post-XCIMEFs, however, allelic differences

remained for H3K27me3, but EZH2 binding was no longer signif-

icantly enriched in genes on Xi over Xa. These results indicate that

massive PRC2 recruitment occurs during the establishment phase

of XCI, but maintenance does not require large amounts of genic

PRC2, consistent with the already trimethylated state of H3K27 in

post-XCI cells. It is possible that PRC2 on Xi is concentrated in

nongenic regions.

We then examined whole-chromosome coverages. Allelic heat

maps display positional correlations between different epitopes at

different time points, with color-coded Z-scores representing the

significance of the correlation estimated using a permutation-based

randommodel (Fig. 1B,C). InMEFs (Fig. 1B), allelic profiles forChr13

were essentially identical (colors mirrored across the diagonal)

with strong positive correlations of RNAPII-S5P with H3K4me3 and

H3K36me3, and good anti-correlations between RNAPII-S5P/

H3K36me3 and H3K27me3/EZH2. However, allelic profiles for

ChrX were significantly different for a number of epitopes (dis-

cordant colors across the diagonal), consistent with XCI having

occurred inMEFs. To ask what happens during XCI establishment,

we examined d0 and d7 ES cells (Fig. 1C). Chr13 showed almost no

allelic differences for any chromatin epitope, but significant allelic

deviations were seen on ChrX. First, while the positive correlation
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betweenH3K27me3 and EZH2 onXi was significant on d0 (Z-score =

15), the correlation grew very strong on d7 (Z-score = 96). Second,

whereas H3K27me3/EZH2 were anticorrelated with active marks

on d0, they became unexpectedly positively correlated on d7.

Notably, the activemarks showed high correlation between d0 and

d7, suggesting that their density maps did not change dramati-

Figure 1. Allelic chromatin profiles of Xa and Xi. (A) Metagene analysis for chromatin epitopes on Chr13 and ChrX at indicated time points. Coverages
were averaged over all genes (843 for Chr13, 1007 for ChrX) and scaled from the TSS to the 39 end, E. Profiles extend 3 kb upstream of the TSS and 3 kb
downstream from E. Densities were normalized to the average gene coverage over the chromosome. (B,C) Pearson correlations for pairwise comparisons
between epitopes were compared to a permutation-based randommodel and resulting Z-scores plotted in heat maps. (B) Plots of MEF results. (C ) Plots of
ES d0 and d7 results. Numerical Z-scores are color-coded and scaled identically for all heat maps. (Yellow–red patches) Significant positive correlation,
(blue patches) significant negative correlation. A white diagonal line separates Cast and 129 results.
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cally. This dynamic of active versus repressive marks raised the

intriguing possibility that, during XCI, EZH2 and H3K27me3 ap-

pear in domains marked by active RNAPII and H3K4me3. This

feature was Xi-specific and absent on Xa and Chr13.

Strong EZH2 recruiting sites on Xi are bivalent domains

Chromatin regions marked concurrently by H3K4me3 and

H3K27me3 have been termed ‘‘bivalent domains,’’ typically asso-

ciated with transcriptionally poised developmental genes in ES

cells (Bernstein et al. 2006). In undifferentiated ES cells, CpG is-

lands associated with bivalent domains account for most EZH2

sites (Ku et al. 2008), and H3K27me3 is rarely detected in the ab-

sence of H3K4me3 (Mikkelsen et al. 2007). We asked if EZH2 lo-

calization and H3K27me3 followed similar patterns on ChrX

duringXCI.Ond0,most ‘‘strong’’ EZH2 sites—defined as sites with

significant EZH2 ChIP-seq coverage (P < 10�5, according to a per-

mutation-based random model)—were often found within ca-

nonical bivalent domains (Fig. 2A), frequently coinciding with

CpG islands (striped), as well as a few that were solely H3K27me3-

marked. This was true for both ChrX and Chr13 and consistent

with previous reports (Bernstein et al. 2006; Mikkelsen et al. 2007;

Ku et al. 2008).

However, during cell differentiation and XCI, the chromatin

composition and number of strong EZH2 sites diverged dramati-

cally between ChrX and Chr13. On Chr13, 20 out of 79 d0 EZH2

sites were lost and few new EZH2 sites were acquired (30). Almost

all d7 sites were still bivalent domains associated with CpG islands

(Fig. 2A). On the other hand, ChrX lost very few sites (8/48), and

a large number (>100) of new EZH2 sites was acquired on d7. In

contrast to constant sites, many acquired sites on ChrX were nei-

ther bivalent nor CpG islands. Among acquired sites, about half

were already marked weakly by H3K27me3 on d0 but were below

the significance cutoff for EZH2; the rest were previously marked

solely by H3K4me3 or unmarked by either epitope (Fig. 2A, side-

bar). Interestingly, strong EZH2 sites on both Chr13 and ChrX

showed changes in widths of the sites, EZH2 densities, and

H3K27me3 densities (Fig. 2B), which suggests a genome-wide in-

crease in PRC2 activity from d0 and d7. Acquired sites on ChrX,

however, may be key regulators of XCI, because they appear pri-

marily on Xi during differentiation, as shown by allelic skewing of

coverage (Fig. 2C).

Therefore, ChrX andChr13 differed in several respects during

XCI. First, ChrXgained a large number of EZH2 sites. Second, EZH2

binding on ChrX was allelically skewed (to future Xi). Third,

whereas acquired and constant Chr13 sites were mostly bivalent,

only about half of acquiredX-linked siteswere bivalent beforeXCI.

Fourth, acquired sites on ChrX experienced larger increases in

EZH2 and H3K27me3 densities than on Chr13. Given that many

new EZH2 sites did not conform to the established paradigm of

being bivalent, we suspected that noncanonical EZH2-binding

sites may be central to the spread of XCI.

Noncanonical EZH2 sites on Xi for spreading

In light of de novo recruitment of noncanonical sites and the

finding that many such sites were already weakly H3K27me3-

positive (but below cutoff) on d0, we asked whether wemight find

additional functional EZH2 sites by relaxing the EZH2 enrichment

threshold (Supplemental Fig. S4A). We also noted that, although

chromosome-wide coverages of EZH2 andH3K27me3were greater

for ChrX than Chr13 (d7), the cumulative coverages over strong

sites accounted for a small fraction of the total and were actually

less for ChrX than for Chr13 (Fig. 2D).

By relaxing the cutoff to a density of >3/bp over a 1-kb win-

dow (equivalent to P < 0.03, according to the random model) and

excluding strong EZH2 sites (P < 10�5, corresponding to 6-9.7

depending on sample), we observed a large number of previously

undetected sites, almost all of which were neither bivalent do-

mains nor CpG islands (Fig. 3A). On ChrX, such ‘‘moderate’’ or

‘‘noncanonical’’ sites numbered at ;1500 on d0 and grew to

;4000 during XCI (d7). Moderate sites greatly exceeded strong

sites in number and were mostly intergenic (;2/3) (data not

shown). Allelic profiles showed that the greatest gain occurred on

X129 (Xi) (Fig. 3B). Although noncanonical sites also occurred on

Chr13, their number was smaller and remained constant during

cell differentiation. Furthermore, Chr13 sites showed little evi-

dence of productive H3K27 trimethylation, whereas moderate

ChrX sites were almost exclusively H3K27me3-marked (Fig. 3A,C).

In fact, moderate sites on ChrX represented the lion’s share of EZH2

activity during XCI. EZH2 and H3K27me3 levels summed over

moderate sites far exceeded those over strong sites (Fig. 2D, left panel).

The greatest change in H3K27me3 coverage between d0 and d7 was

observed on these noncanonical sites (Figs. 2D, 3C, right panel).

Taken together, these data indicate that massive acquisition of

noncanonical EZH2 sites—both strong and moderate—defines

XCI, and that noncanonical EZH2 sites (rather than bivalent sites)

distinguishXi fromXa and from autosomes. Thoughboth bivalent

and noncanonical sites are recruited during XCI, the latter best

reflect the XCI-specific spread of PRC2 during cell differentiation.

Next, we experimentally validated the bioinformatically de-

fined strong and moderate sites by performing allele-specific ChIP-

qPCR on select loci from Chr13 and ChrX in d0/d7 ES cells and in

MEFs (Supplemental Figs. S5, S6). Analysis of strong (constant and

acquired) sites and moderate sites, revealed clear concordance be-

tween the ChIP-seq and ChIP-qPCR results for all tested epitopes,

including EZH2, H3K27me3, and H3K4me3. First, strong sites (c-13,

c-X1, c-X2) showed significantly greater enrichment by ChIP-qPCR

than nearbymoderate sites (m-13,m-X1,m-X2) (P < 0.05, one-tailed

Mann-WhitneyU-test). Second, allelic differences observed by ChIP-

seq were reproduced by allele-specific ChIP-qPCR. Finally, results

from three biological replicates were consistent and showed signif-

icantly higher EZH2 and H3K27me3 binding at both strong and

moderate sites than observed for an IgG pull-down control and the

negative control escapee locus, Kdm5c (P < 0.05, one-tailed Mann-

WhitneyU-test) (Supplemental Fig. S6). Thus, the ChIP-qPCR results

validated our general approach to allele-specific ChIP-seq analysis.

To assess local spreading at strong and moderate sites, we

plotted average EZH2 and H3K27me3 densities at binding sites

620 kb of flanking sequence (Fig. 3D), with EZH2 sites being scaled

from 0 to 1 between its start (S) and end (E) (metasite profile). On

d0, no allelic differences were observed on ChrX and Chr13. On

d7, strong allelic skew was observed on ChrX at both strong and

moderate sites, and EZH2 and H3K27me3 densities were consis-

tently greater on X129 (Xi) than on XCast (Xa), as expected. Inter-

estingly, a flipped allelic skew was observed for strong sites in MEFs,

occurring only in EZH2 levels and not in H3K27me3 levels. This is

consistent with the notion that maintenance of H3K27me3 levels

after the establishment of XCI requires only low levels of EZH2 at

strong sites; on Xa, in contrast, higher levels of EZH2 may be con-

tinuously required for dynamic responses in X-linked gene expres-

sion. Most intriguingly, however, changes in EZH2 and H3K27me3

densities on d7 were greater at moderate than at strong X-linked

sites and occurred not only within the sites but also across >20 kb of

Spreading of X chromosome inactivation
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flanking sequence bidirectionally (Fig. 3D), supporting the idea that

noncanonical moderate sites are central to the spreading of XCI.

Relationship of EZH2 sites to repetitive elements

We investigatedwhether the PRC2 sites share underlying sequence

motifs. Given the hypothesized roles for repetitive elements in

spreading (Bailey et al. 2000; Lyon 2000; Wang et al. 2006; Chow

et al. 2010), we examined correlations with repeat classes (Fig. 4).

Our paired-end sequencing approach enabled unique alignments

of a large number of repeat-containing reads by virtue of being

paired with a nonrepetitive read. Strong sites were generally

enriched in low-complexity repeats (d0, d7) (Z > 2.5, permutation-

based random model) and simple repeats (d7), but most simple

Figure 2. Many strong EZH2 sites are defined bivalent domains. (A) Characteristics of constant, acquired, and lost strong EZH2 sites on d0 and d7. The
portion of sites overlapping CpG islands is indicated by stripes. (B) Changes in peak widths and densities (coverage per bp) for EZH2 and H3K27me3
between d0 and d7.Medians (turquoise, Chr13; orange, ChrX), 25–75 percentile (box) and 10–90 percentile (error bars) are shown. (C ) Allelic skewing of
strong EZH2 sites. Numbers of sites skewing to Cast (blue) or 129 (red) are shown. Those with significant skewing (P < 0.05, norm. approx. of binomial) are
shown in darker blue and red. (Gray bars) Nonpolymorphic sites; (n/d), not determined. (D) Summed coverage of EZH2 and H3K27me3 at strong and
moderate sites as a percentage of total chromosomal coverage on d0 and d7 (left) and as fold-change (d7/d0, right).
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repeats were GC-rich motifs typically found at CpG islands and

bivalent domains (Fig. 4A,B; Supplemental Tables S2, S3; Ku et al.

2008). Short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs), long inter-

spersed nuclear elements (LINEs), and long-terminal repeats (LTRs)

were significantly underrepresented. (TC)n and (TG)n repeats were

overrepresented specifically on ChrX, but <20% of strong EZH2

sites contained such repeats. Because flanking regions may play

a role in spreading, we examined 3-kb flanks to either side of a

strong site. Again, low-complexity and simple repeats were over-

represented, and LINE1s and LTRs were underrepresented on both

Figure 3. Moderate EZH2 sites are noncanonical PRC2 targets. (A) Characteristics ofmoderate EZH2 sites on d0 and d7. The portion of sites overlapping
CpG islands is indicated by stripes. (B) Allelic skewing of moderate EZH2 sites. Numbers of sites skewing to Cast (blue) or 129 (red) are shown. Those with
significant skewing (P < 0.05, norm. approx. of binomial) are shown in darker blue and red. (Gray bars) nonpolymorphic sites; (n/d) not determined. (C )
Changes in EZH2 and H3K27me3 densities between d0 and d7. Medians (turquoise, Chr13; orange, ChrX), 25–75 percentile (box) and 10–90 percentile
(error bars) are shown. (D) Metasite analysis for strong and moderate sites at indicated time points. Coverages were averaged over all strong (ChrX: 56,
147, 50 sites; Chr13: 79, 81, 83 sites for d0, d7, andMEFs) andmoderate sites (ChrX: 1618, 4077, 1211 sites; chr13: 1241, 1041, 758 sites for d0, d7, and
MEFs) and scaled from start to end. Profiles extend 620 kb into flanks. Densities were normalized to the average site coverage over the chromosome.
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Figure 4. Relationship of repetitive elements to EZH2 sites. (A) Repeat classes enriched or depleted in strong sites, 63 kb flanking strong sites, and
moderate sites are plotted by their level of enrichment (positive log2 odds ratio) or depletion (negative). Different time points and chromosomes, as
marked. Bubble sizes indicate the fraction of sites (scale: 0.05, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0) containing a given repeat class (if enriched) or lacking it (if depleted). For
example, LINE1 sequences are depleted across the board in most sites, hence their bubbles are large. Only statistically significant (Z > 2.5) enrichment or
depletion is shown (bubble sizes smaller than 0.05 indicate insignificance). The full data are listed in Supplemental Table S2 for further reference. (B–D)
Log2 odds ratios for significant (Z > 2.5) enrichment and depletion of specific repeat types at strong sites (B), flanking (63 kb) strong sites (C ), and
moderate sites (D). The full data are listed in Supplemental Table S3 for further reference.
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ChrX andChr13 (Fig. 4A,C; Supplemental Tables S2, S3). However,

SINEs as a classwere 1.7-fold enriched onChrX in flanking regions,

with enrichment occurring in >80% of flanking regions. This en-

richment correlated with progression through XCI from d0 to d7.

Moderate EZH2 sites similarly showed underrepresentation of

LINE1s and LTRs, and modest overrepresentation of SINEs, low-

complexity, and simple repeats (Fig. 4A,D; Supplemental Tables

S2, S3).

We performed similar analyses with known transcription

factor consensus motifs. Several motifs were overrepresented in

EZH2 sites, but none were significantly enriched over a random

model that took into account CpG content and proximity to gene

promoters (data not shown).De novomotif discovery usingMEME

(Bailey et al. 2006) retrieved only simple and low-complexity

motifs, consistent with our repeat analysis. Taken together, while

these data do not exclude a role for LINEs in other aspects of XCI

(Chow et al. 2010; Namekawa et al. 2010), they do not support

a direct role of LINEs in spreading EZH2. Positive association is

instead seen for SINEs, low-complexity, and simple repeats.

A hierarchy of EZH2 sites

What is the relationship between strong and moderate sites and

how does spreading occur between them? Exemplified by the

Slc16a2-Rlim (formerly Rnf12) region (Fig. 5A) and the Mamld1

locus (Supplemental Fig. S7), bivalent domains show high EZH2

Figure 5. Developmental profile of the Slc16a2-Rlim region. (A) Composite (comp) and allelic (Cast, 129) ES d0 and d7 profiles, showing strong and
moderate EZH2 sites across the Slc16a2-Rlim region. SNP and Indel density per 1-kb window, CpG islands and bivalent domains are shown above the
epitope tracks. (B) Three potential models for spreading of EZH2.
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coverage on d0. During XCI, new strong sites were acquired

(nonbivalent for Mamld1 in Supplemental Fig. S7, two bivalent

ones in Fig. 5), andmultiple closely spacedmoderate sites appeared

near preexisting strong sites, concurrently with increased density

of H3K27me3.With one strong site for every 20–40moderate sites,

we hypothesize that strong sites might serve as recruiting ‘‘hubs’’

from which EZH2 is passed onto adjacent moderate sites. Three

models of spreading are possible (Fig. 5B). EZH2 may be relayed

from a strong site to multiple adjacent moderate sites through

‘‘serial transfer.’’ Alternatively, a strong site could relay EZH2 to

moderate sites via ‘‘direct transfer’’ through long-range 3D inter-

actions. Finally, moderate and strong sites may not be function-

ally linked, and spreading could instead occur nucleosome-by-

nucleosome from the Xic.

To gain insight, we calculated densities of strong and mod-

erate EZH2 sites and H3K27me3 over the lengths of Chr13 and

ChrX (Fig. 6A) and analyzed positional correlations and signifi-

cance (Pearson R and Z) between moderate EZH2 sites and strong

sites, as well as moderate sites and H3K27me3. On d0, these cor-

relations had only borderline significance on both Chr13 and

ChrX. On d7, correlations were unchanged for Chr13 but in-

creased greatly on ChrX (note overlapping red, orange, and black

lines from d0 to d7). The correlation of H3K27me3 with moderate

sites was especially strong (black, R = 0.76, Z = 13.2) andwas highly

significant even at small bin sizes (0.5Mb). These data contain two

separable observations regarding possiblemodes of XCI spreading:

First, the lack of height order for distinct peaks (i.e., largest to

smallest from Xic to telomere) in EZH2 and H3K27me3 densities

over ChrX on d7 argues against nucleosome-by-nucleosome spread-

ing of XCI, which might be expected to manifest as a continuous

chromosomal gradient descending from the Xic. Second, the XCI-

specific increase in positional correlation illustrates that moderate

sites cluster near strong sites onChrXond7, an event highly unlikely

to be due to chance (Z = 8.2). Thus, we suggest a functional link be-

tween strong and moderate EZH2 sites, perhaps with strong sites

seeding moderate sites in their vicinity to spread H3K27me3.

Figure 6. Spread of H3K27me3 from EZH2 sites occurs in a distance-dependent manner. (A) EZH2 and H3K27me3 densities from d0 and d7 were
binned over Chr13 and ChrX positions to obtain correlation coefficients and Z scores from a permutation-based randommodel. Pearson R coefficients are
indicated for the correlation of strong/moderate EZH2 sites (orange values) and H3K27me3/moderate EZH2 sites (black values). A purple triangle marks
the location of the Xic. (B,C) Smoothed trend lines of EZH2 (B) or H3K27me3 (C ) densities at a given distance from the nearest strong site, on indicated
days and chromosomes. Densities are plotted over a sliding 1-kb window with steps of 200 bp.
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Both serial and direct transfer models (Fig. 5B) might predict

a sensitivity of spreading to physical distance. To ask how EZH2

and H3K27me3 densities of a sliding window change as a function

of distance from the nearest strong EZH2 site, we plotted trend

lines of EZH2 and H3K27me3 densities over megabase-scale dis-

tances (Fig. 6B,C). On Chr13, EZH2 and H3K27me3 densities did

not correlatewith distance from the nearest strong site on either d0

or d7. The d0 ChrX profile looked nearly identical to those of

Chr13. On d7, however, EZH2 and H3K27me3 densities increased

dramatically around strong sites (near 0) (Fig. 6B,C), consistent

withmetagene andmetasite profiles (Figs. 1, 3). Intriguingly, these

densities decayed with distance from the nearest strong site. EZH2

densities dropped threefold down to baseline by 3 Mb, and

H3K27me3 densities dropped fourfold over the same distance.

These observations revealed a gradient of EZH2 binding and cata-

lytic activity around strong sites, arguing for distance-dependent

effects at the megabase-scale specific to ChrX during XCI.

Are EZH2 and H3K27me3 densities of a given moderate site

also sensitive to physical distance between strong and moderate

sites?OnChr13, similar to trend lines for overall coverage densities

(Fig. 6B,C), EZH2 and H3K27me3 densities at moderate sites did

not correlatewith distance to the nearest strong site on either d0 or

d7 (Fig. 7A,B). This was also the case for ChrX on d0. Analysis of

ChrX on d7 revealed that the H3K27me3 trend line for moderate

sites (Fig. 7B) displayed a similar decay (Fig. 6C) in H3K27me3 den-

sity with increasing distance to the nearest strong site. Importantly,

Figure 7. A hierarchy of EZH2 sites, with limited EZH2 translocation and long-range H3K27me3 gradient. (A) Smoothed trend lines of EZH2 densities at
amoderate (mod) site at given distances (x-axis) from the nearest strong site, on indicated days and chromosomes. (B) Smoothed trend lines of H3K27me3
densities at a moderate (mod) site at given distances (x-axis) from the nearest strong site, on indicated days and chromosomes. Color-coded triangles
denote distance-at-half-maximum for each chromosomal time point. (C ) Depiction of the number of moderate (mod) sites at given distances from the
nearest strong site on d0 and d7 for Chr13 and ChrX. Scale: Bubble sizes represent fractions of 0.2, 0.05, and 0.02 of all mod sites. Each graphed bubble
represents the median of sites in 40-kb bins. Pearson correlation coefficients (R) and Z scores (Fisher transformed) are shown. (D) Model and summary.
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the EZH2 trend line showed no significant distance-dependent

effect at all over 0–3 Mb (Fig. 7A,B).

Moderate sites tend to be located close (<1 Mb) to strong sites

(Figs. 6A, 7C). This trend was especially pronounced on ChrX on

d7 (Fig. 7C), with the largest fraction of all sites clustered within a

distance of 0.5 Mb from the closest strong site, suggesting acqui-

sition of moderate sites during XCI in the vicinity of strong sites.

Importantly, H3K27me3 densities of moderate sites decay with

increasing distance to the closest strong site only onChrXond7, as

seen for both trend lines fitted to raw data (Fig. 7A,B) as well as

medians of densities binned over set distances (40-kb bins) (Fig.

7C). For a numerical characteristic of this long-range effect, we

conservatively estimated the radius of the ‘‘sphere of influence’’ of

strong EZH2 sites on neighboringmoderate sites by calculating the

distance-at-half-maximum for the density trend lines. For Chr13

on both days and ChrX on d0, the range was small (0.6–0.8 Mb)

(Fig. 7B, triangles). In contrast, the range for ChrX on d7 was

threefold greater (2.0Mb). These data show that, during XCI, there

is significant growth ofmoderate sites around strong sites and that,

furthermore, there is a substantial increase in the sphere of in-

fluence of a given strong site.

The general EZH2 and H3K27me3 gradient (Fig. 6B,C) likely

resulted from clustering of moderate sites around strong sites (Fig.

7C). Importantly, the H3K27me3 density of each moderate site

decreased with increasing distance from the closest strong site,

specifically on ChrX on d7 (Fig. 7B,C). The lack of a similar gra-

dient for EZH2 (Fig. 7A) suggests that EZH2 is not relayed in serial

fashion from strong site to proximal moderate site and on to distal

moderate site, because EZH2 densities of moderate sites would

decay with increasing distance. Instead, the data are most consis-

tent with the notion that strong sites are directly seedingmoderate

sites nearby, transferring discrete quantities of EZH2 directly from

strong to moderate sites, rather than spreading EZH2 linearly in

a nucleosome-to-nucleosome fashion. Therefore, of the three po-

tential models in Figure 5B, we favor a direct transfer model in

which XCI spreading occurs in a three-step process (Fig. 7D).

Discussion

Here, we have used genetically marked hybrid cell lines with high

SNP density to produce chromatin profiles of Xa and Xi at high

resolution. The allele-specific ChIP-seq approach has enabled us to

define Polycombbinding sites onXi and follow the spread of PRC2

and H3K27me3 during XCI. From these data, several major con-

clusions can be drawn regarding the pattern of Polycomb-mediated

silencing on Xi. First, XCI spreading is governed by a hierarchy of

two types of PRC2 sites. ‘‘Canonical’’ sites typically contain CpG

islands, associate with bivalent genes, and have high EZH2 density

(;100/150 of strong EZH2 sites match this description). ‘‘Non-

canonical’’ sites are typically intergenic and lack H3K4me3 or CpG

islands. Noncanonical sites greatly outnumber canonical sites by

40:1. Our analysis did not uncover consensus motifs for EZH2

binding, although the modest enrichment of SINEs and simple

repeats merits future study. It appears unlikely that LINEs play

a direct role in EZH2 recruitment, but they may play roles in other

steps of XCI (Chow et al. 2010; Namekawa et al. 2010).

We propose a three-step model for XCI spreading (Fig. 7D).

PRC2 is initially recruited by Xist RNA to the previously identified

‘‘nucleation center’’ withinXist exon 1 (Fig. 7D, left panel; Jeon and

Lee 2011). From the nucleation center, PRC2 spreads to;150 strong

sites (Fig. 7D, right panel). Notably, even in the pre-XCI state (d0),

many bivalent domains (;50) already demonstrate strong PRC2

binding (P < 10�5), but H3K27me3 does not spread beyond the do-

main. Thus, PRC2 is poised at canonical hubs, but its catalytic ac-

tivity spreads only after the initiation of XCI whenXist RNA spreads

overChrX. BecauseXist is not expressed on d0, initial recruitment to

bivalent sites is likely an Xist-independent phenomenon, akin to

PRC2 recruitment to any autosomal locus. Cell differentiation and

formation of anXist cloud over the future Xi expands PRC2’s sphere

of influence, by both adding coverage to existing bivalent sites and

by de novo recruitment of strong sites along the X in cis.

From these strong sites, PRC2 spreads locally via thousands of

noncanonical sites recruited en masse specifically to the Xi (Fig.

7D, right panel). Significantly, between d0 and d7, noncanonical

sites attract the bulk of total EZH2 activity on ChrX. The rise of

noncanonical sites around a strong site (Figs. 6A, 7C) seems un-

likely to be due to chance and suggests a functional link between

their recruitment and spreading of XCI on a local scale. We con-

sidered two relay modes. One mode involves serial transfer from

strong site to adjacent moderate sites (Fig. 5B, left panel); proximal

moderate sites would then spread PRC2 onward to increasingly

distal moderate sites. An alternative mode involves direct transfer

from strong site to several moderate sites in the general vicinity

(within ;1 Mb) (Fig. 5B, middle panel). The former seems less

likely, because EZH2 densities do not differ on average between

a moderate site and its preceding neighbor; indeed, similar

EZH2 densities were observed along a potential serial ‘‘chain’’

(Fig. 7A). Although EZH2 densities did not change significantly,

H3K27me3 showed a distance-dependent decrease (Fig. 7B),

suggesting that EZH2 activity decreased away from the closest

moderate site, perhaps reflecting the passage of time since transfer

(longer for proximal sites that were seeded earlier than distal sites).

These observations lead us to favor a direct transfer model, though

we stress that our current data cannot rule out a serial transfer

model or other models. Interestingly, the rise of moderate sites

coincides with accumulation of Xist RNA along the future Xi,

consistent with the idea that recruitment of moderate sites is Xist

RNA-dependent. Future work will be directed at integrating the

Polycomb sites with recent results suggesting that Xist may pre-

vent Xi from snapping back into the ordered three-dimensional

conformation of Xa (Splinter et al. 2011). We consider this report

to be relevant to our results, because disruption of an ordered

chromosome conformation by Xist may expose recipient loci to

stochastic and transient collisions with strong PRC2 hubs, result-

ing in direct transfer of EZH2.

In summary, we have identified a hierarchy of PRC2 spread-

ing elements on ChrX and provided a first hint of how Polycomb

silencing may be propagated from the Xic. An open question is

how Xi spreading elements relate to Polycomb response elements

(PRE), which remain poorly defined in mammals (Simon and

Kingston 2009). Also unknown is how bivalent and noncanonical

sites are selected as spreading elements. The new understanding

provided herein and in recent works will serve as a foundation for

future studies.

Methods

Cell culture and ES cell differentiation

For MEFs, female F1 (129S1 3 CAST/EiJ) embryos were harvested

on E13.5, and fibroblasts were outgrown, immortalized with SV40

large T antigen, and cloned, and those carrying an inactive X129

were used. Female 16.7 ES cells (Lee et al. 1999) and TsixTST/+

(Ogawa et al. 2008) have been described. Differentiating ES cells

were grownwithout LIF for 4 d, then plated for outgrowth until d7.
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ChIP-seq

ChIP samples were prepared and immunoprecipitated as described

(Lee et al. 2006), using antibodies againstH3K4me3 (Abcam, ab8580),

H3K36me3 (Abcam, ab9050), H3K27me3 (Abcam, ab6002), EZH2

(Active Motif, 39639), and RNA polymerase II phosphorylated on

Serine 5 of the C-terminal domain (Abcam, ab5131). ChIP DNA

concentration was measured using the Quant-iT Picogreen dsDNA

Assay kit (Invitrogen). DNA for Illumina sequencing was prepared

according to Illumina instructions with minor modifications (ul-

trapure T4DNA ligase [Enzymatics] for ligation, room-temperature

purification of gel slices using QIAquick [Qiagen] spin columns,

and amplification using Phusion [NEB] GC buffer). Paired-end

sequencingwas carried out for 23 36 cycles on aGenomeAnalyzer

II (Illumina).

Allele-specific analysis

Mouse genome sequencing data (129S1/SvImJ and CAST/EiJ) from

the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/

resources/mouse/genomes/) aligned to the C57BL/6J reference

genome (NCBI mm9) was screened for high quality single nucle-

otide polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertions/deletions indels. Var-

iant genomes were constructed from mm9 using a total of

17,879,569 SNPs, 726,387 indels for CAST/EiJ, and 4,551,690

SNPs, 224,271 indels for 129S1/SvImJ. In total, the resulting CAST/

EiJ and 129S1/SvImJ genomes differ in 22,095,665 SNPs and

948,567 indels. Read pairs were aligned to both genomes allowing

for up to ;5 mismatches at high-quality bases or 2–4 small gaps

using novoalign (www.novocraft.com). Each uniquely aligned pair

to the CAST/EiJ genome was compared to the corresponding pair

aligned to the 129S1/SvImJ genome. Pairs that differed signifi-

cantly in alignment score due to mismatches/gaps were classified

as allele-specific and the better alignment retained. Pairs with

identical alignment scores or scores that differed only slightly due

to fragment length penalties were classified as neutral. Each ex-

periment yielded three tracks: Cast, 129, and composite (neutral,

129, Cast combined).

Generation of coverage maps and enrichment segments

Alignment coordinates were mapped to mm9 to permit compari-

sons to mm9 annotations. To calculate coverage, unique fragments

defined by paired reads were included, discarding duplicate frag-

ments. Coveragewas normalized by input. Chromosomal segments

that are likely to be enriched for a chromatin epitope were defined

by analyzing significantly enriched overlapping 1-kb windows.

The significance of the coverage enrichment in a window was

determined based on the null model of paired-end fragments

randomly shuffled across the chromosome (see Supplemental

Material for details).

Metagene and metasite profiles

The profiles of average coverage density over genes (metagene

profiles) and over segments (metasite profiles) were constructed

using normalization of profile densities so that the area under the

curve was proportional to the average gene/segment coverage of

this chromosome (see Supplemental Material for details).

Estimates of density map correlations

Correlations between chromosomal density maps were calculated

as Pearson correlation coefficients of coverages in nonoverlapping

windows, with estimates of statistical significance based on a random

permutation null model (see Supplemental Material for details).

Estimates of allelic skew

Allelic skew of coverage at a given segment was analyzed by com-

paring allele-specific coverages at this segment. The significance of

skew was estimated based on the normal distribution of effective

numbers of allele-specific fragments (see Supplemental Material

for details).

Repeat enrichment analysis

The significance of repeat enrichment or depletion was estimated

against the distribution of RepeatMasker repeat numbers in the

segments shuffled along the chromosome (see Supplemental Ma-

terial for details).

Analysis of coverage in long-range vicinity of EZH2 sites

The analysis of coverage trends in the megabase-scale vicinity of

strong EZH2 sites was based on the coverage of 1-kb windows with

200-bp shifts over the entire chromosome. For each window, the

closest strong EZH2 segment was determined, and the window

coverage was plotted against the distance to the closest segment.

The trends of moderate site coverage around the strong sites were

analyzed in a similar fashion.

Data access

ChIP-seq data have been submitted to the NCBI Gene Expression

Omnibus (GEO) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under ac-

cession number GSE36905. In addition, full lists of EZH2 sites on

ChrX and Chr13 are presented in Supplemental Tables S4 and S5.
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